ECI identified as one of the "40 fastest growing" technology companies in New Mexico by the
New Mexico "Flying 40".
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ENERGY CONTROL INC. is New Mexico's' premier System Integration and Energy Services
Company with Albuquerque and Las Cruces offices. ECI implements turnkey technology
solutions along with financing to improve building operations.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------Albuquerque NM, - 7/16/2003 - Energy Control Inc. (ECI) has been recognized in Business. This
report identifies ECI as one of the Forty fastest growing Technology Companies in New Mexico. This
ranking is highly prestigious and even more significant as it was earned by a technology company
focusing on financially driven projects that emphasize energy efficiency.

Energy Control Inc. (ECI) is a technology company based in Albuquerque with an office in Las
Cruces and satellite operations statewide. With a reputation for quality and a strong business
presence, ECI is the premier automation system company in New Mexico. The company's focus is
on providing automation, security and technology-based solutions for facility owners, which reduce
operating costs and integrate building systems with Information Technology and the Internet. ECI
develops building and energy technology solutions by working with owners to analyze facility
needs, and its' commitment to quality service has resulted in long-term relationships with many of
the states most prestigious institutions. ECI's projects, some of which are "performance-based"
solutions, including products, services and guaranteed results, have won state, national and
international recognition and awards for excellence.
ECI's philosophy is to integrate all facility and campus knowledge systems under one management
information portal with Internet access. An exciting example is a project that was completed
earlier this year at Albuquerque Academy and won State and National Awards. This is valuable to
customers because it creates linkages between systems to make information available that was
previously locked up in separate systems, and most importantly it makes that data available
through the Internet. ECI can integrate Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning Systems (HVAC)
with building access and Internet-enabled Video Surveillance technology. Often ECI's integrators
can use existing campus computer networks to share information between systems and gain
access to the Internet.

